AGENDA ITEMS

1  ANNUAL REPORT 2020

2  PROPOSALS FOR CHANGES 2021 / DISCUSSION ITEMS.

2A.  SPORTING CODE SECTION 5

- Overall: Change “parachuting” Judge to “skydiving” Judge.
- 1.1.1.3. update.
- 3.3.2. Update CF records, as per IBD.
- 4.1.2. Update schedule of Organisation.
- 5.2.5.(4) Tie breaking jumps, possible addition of SP and WS Performance.
- 5.2.11.(2) Re-jumps. Discussion item for 2022 Plenary.

2B.  SPORTING CODE SECTION 5

Jury update, as per Jury Development Working Group (JDG) / Extended Bureau. Jury President, FAI Controller, Jury Member remote work possible.
- 4.5.1, 4.7.1, 4.7.2. Separate document.

2C.  FCEAD – NO CHANGES.

2D  FAI CONTROLLER HANDBOOK – NO CHANGES.

But it will be updated during early 2021 if the Jury composition as per JDG and R&R proposals are accepted.

2E.  JURY HANDBOOK – NO CHANGES.

But it will be updated during early 2021 if the Jury composition as per JDG and R&R proposals are accepted.

2F.  INTERNAL REGULATIONS

Possible proposal for an update, as by 1st Vice-President.

3  ANY OTHER BUSINESS